Season of Change:

Guide to all Things Fall
According to the University of Illinois, there
are 7,500 varieties of apples in the world
and 2,500 varieties in the United States.

Fall colors are caused by the amount of
sugar in leaves. The redder the leaf, the
more sugar that leaf is storing. That is why
Maple trees are so vibrant. Evergreens
don’t change because their leaves have a
thick, wax covering that protects the
chlorophyll (green) in the leaves.

There's a distinct "Fall" scent that you can
only smell in certain months. This smell is
partially due to the leaves. When the leaves
fall, they die. As they take their last breath,
they 'exhale' all sorts of gases.

Ancient people wore
Halloween costumes
to hide from ghosts.
The Celtic tradition
believed that ghosts
roamed the earth on
Halloween. Wearing a
disguise would help
protect you from these
spirits.

Monarch butterfly migration begins
in Fall. During the Fall, butterflies
start out on an epic 3,000-mile
journey from the northeastern U.S.
and Canada to their winter home in
southwestern Mexico.

Fall Is caused by the Earth’s
tilt, not our distance from the
sun. When the northern
hemisphere tilts towards the
sun, we get warmer. When it
tilts away, we get colder. Fall
and Spring are the times of
transition.

Birds spend most of the Fall season migrating. Many birds spend this season traveling to mate or find food. For example, by
late August we start seeing more hawks
moving into the area from the north,
peaking by the second week of November.

Squirrels forget about the majority of nuts
they bury, which helps regrow forests. One
1998 study by the University of Richmond
found that squirrels fail to recover up to 74%
of the nuts they bury.
According to National Geographic, pumpkins grow on every single continent except
Antarctica. The top producers of pumpkins
include China, India, Ukraine, United States,
Egypt, and Mexico.

Pumpkin spice has nothing to do with
pumpkins. Pumpkin spice is made from 3
tablespoons ground cinnamon, 2 teaspoons
Birds spend most of the Fall
ground
ginger,Many
2 teaspoons
ground nutmeg,
season
migrating.
birds
1 ½ teaspoons
ground to
allspice and 1 ½
spend
this season traveling
mate
or find food.
teaspoons
ground cloves.

As we prepare for fall, we celebrate
the death of the old and decay.

Take Fall photos in your backyard or
garden and share on Facebook, Twitter or
Instagram with #PrairieViewPollinatorProject

Fall Garden Preparations
As the weather begins to cool and Fall
arrives, there are ways to ready your garden
for the change in weather. This includes clean
up, incorporation of Fall plants, and pollinator
specific changes that should be made:

Trim tree limbs back to create a canopied look and
eliminate stray branches.
Keep plants thoroughly watered during cool weather
to reduce the likelihood of freezing.
Mow lawn as Fall begins so that weeds don’t stand a
ghost of a chance.
Ensure bees, butterflies, bats, moths and birds have
plenty of shelter and nectar plants to keep them safe
and well fed.
Spook up some fun with Fall colors in the garden:
Chrysanthemums, Sunflowers, Watermelons, and of
course Pumpkins are great choices to begin growing
late Summer so that they are ready for Fall.
Keep leaves raked and put away in the trash to
prevent snakes and fire ants from hiding in them.
Choose deciduous tree options for yards such as Red
Oak, Maple, Sycamore, Sweet Gum and White Oak
to get beautiful fall colors. These trees are also hardy
against harsh weather and many pests, although
maintenance is still necessary.
Clear out the favorite haunts of Black Widow Spiders,
Yellow Jackets/Paper Wasps, and venomous snakes
to ensure they do not return the next year.
Decorate porches with citronella candles, plants or
torches to ward off the vampires of the insect world:
mosquitos.
Harvest Tomatoes, Squash and other crops so that
birds and disease do not ruin them

Colors of Fall: Festive Flora
The Fall season is the perfect time to incorporate new annual and perennial flowering plants, shrubs and
trees into gardens. During the Fall season, many grocery and plant stores have an abundance of
brightly colored blooms in shades of red, gold, yellow and orange. Additionally, many young trees can
still be found in the nursery, although it is best to acquire and plant trees during Spring, so that they have
plenty of time to establish their roots and grow tall and strong. By the time Fall comes around, they will
be able to show off their unique leaf colors. These plants will also serve as shelter from cooler weather
for birds, bees and beetles, as well as food sources for mammals including squirrels and chipmunks. Fall
is still teeming with animal life, so provide them the resources they need to prepare for the coming
winter, so they can successfully stock up on food and hibernate.

All About Fall
Fall always begins during the Autumnal Equinox, when the sun is exactly above the equator and night
and day are equal. This happens on September 22 or 23.
The leaves change on deciduous (leaf dropping) trees when the weather cools and the sun’s light
becomes darker due to shortening days after the Equinox, and plants begin to halt photosynthesis. The
colors such as red, gold and orange begin to show when chlorophyll fades from the leaves and the
other pigments such as carotene (the orange color in carrots and warm colored fruits/vegetables) and
others are more strongly present. These Fall colors become brighter and are more likely to occur once
rain brings in the cooler air.
Crops such as pumpkins and watermelons are highly important pollen and nectar sources for
honeybees and bumblebees, as well as hosts for pests like Squash Bugs. They can be seeded during
early summer and harvested at the beginning of Fall.

Trees: A Fall Staple
Many species of trees change color during Fall and drop their leaves. These same species are homes
for birds and rodents, including Woodpeckers, Cardinals and Chipmunks. While there are unique
species that show beautiful colors during the cool season, hardwood deciduous trees are the most
common and provide the most important service as shade trees, nesting trees for animals and sources
of nuts such as acorns. The Texas Forest Service provides a detailed list of all the common species in
Texas, including the trees that provide beautiful Fall colors.

Oak Trees

One of the most common types of trees in Texas

Produces the easily recognizable acorns of different sizes and shapes as food for squirrels and
chipmunks
Several varieties with fall color such as Red Oak, White Oak, Swamp Oak and Blackjack Oak
Most have jagged leaves with either sharp or smooth, wavy edges.
Fall color begins in mid-September
Oaks function as host plants for some species of Giant Silk moths such as the beautiful jade green Luna

Maple Trees
Maples are large, hardwood trees distributed primarily in the North Temporal Zone.
Used for furniture and ornamental purposes.
Most, if not all, species of Maple produce bright fall colors in shades of yellow, gold and orange.
Maple leaves are usually lobed (think the Canadian flag). Some species produce the famous syrup.

Sweetgum Trees
Sweetgums have shiny, star-shaped leaves and round, spiky seeds hanging from their stalks.
Leaves turn yellow and red during Fall.
Sweetgum seeds are a food source for Finches, Chipmunks, Squirrels and Turkeys
Sweetgum is a host plant for Luna Moth larvae, and other Giant Silk Moths

Sycamore Trees
Used as a shade tree.
Deciduous: leaves turn yellow and orange in Fall and drop afterwards before winter.
Bark is gray and peels to reveal white under bark. Mostly white near canopy.
Seeds are 1-inch balls that hang from the tree. The ball shatters during winter.
Sycamores are native to Chicago.

Ash Trees
Part of the Olive and Lilac family.
Leaves are compound and opposite.
Ash Trees have a type of seed called Samara, which is a seed with a thin, fibrous membrane that
functions as wings to help the wind carry the seeds.
Ash Trees are a food source for frogs and the major agricultural pest - the Emerald Ash Borer - a
jade-green rove beetle
Ash leaves become golden-yellow or purple-red during the fall before dropping.
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